
The BIONICO project, started in September 2015, will

develop, build and demonstrate a novel reactor concept

integrating H2 production and separation in a single vessel

in a real biogas production plant. The hydrogen production

capacity will be of 100 kg/day with target purity of 99,99%.

By using the novel intensified reactor, direct conversion of

biogas to pure hydrogen is achieved in a single step, which

results in an increase of the overall efficiency (>70%) and

component savings and potential cost reduction.

At the beginning of the fourth year, the final catalyst and

more than 100 ceramic supported membranes were

prepared and shipped to ICI caldaie. The reactor prototype

has been designed and manufactured by ICI together with

the definition of the Balance of Plant. The whole system will

be preliminary tested in ICI and then it will be shipped to a

real biogas plant at ENC. Finally, QUANTIS developed a

detailed Life Cycle Analysis to evaluate the BIONICO

environmental impact together with thermodynamic and

economic analysis carried out by POLIMI.
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LAB-SCALE REFORMER DEVELOPMENT

125 membranes have been successfully manufactured for their further

integration in the membrane reactor prototype for hydrogen production

from biogas. This is the first time that such amount of supported

membranes is manufactured for a membrane reactor prototype. In the

last months, Tecnalia (hydrogen selective thin membranes) and

Rauschert (membrane supports) have made big efforts optimizing their

manufacturing procedures in order to get supported membranes of

suitable quality for this application.

My name is Xun Liao, I work for Quantis, as a senior consultant. I

originally came from China, finished my Master’s degree from the Johns

Hopkins University (Baltimore, USA) in Environmental Management and

Economics in 2009. I started life cycle assessment training back in 2006,

and worked a few years in Boston USA. Now I’m in Lausanne, studying for

a PhD Degree and meanwhile managing and working on various European research &

Innovation projects related to energy storage/transition (Power to Hydrogen/Gas)

technologies, waste to energy and biorefinery concepts (lignocellulosic waste to

chemicals/fuels) within Quantis and also EPFL. I’m very excited to be involved in the

BIONICO project to explore environmental opportunities of better valorizing biogas

resources towards high value added purposes through technology innovation.



DEFINITION OF PROTOTYPE AND OVERALL PLANT

LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS
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The study of the final BIONICO P&ID is successfully

completed. The heat exchangers network and the

list of the utility needed for the pilot plant have been

developed based on the input from Polimi and TUE.

All the components of the BoP have been ordered

and delivered, the installation in ICI laboratory is

ongoing. The membranes and catalyst integration in

the reformer is in progress, followed by tests

focused on checking the perfect reactor sealing.

BIONICO prototype will be tested in ICI facilities for

short-term test and later will be shipped to the ENC

biogas plant for the long-term tests.

Quantis has achieved the milestone MS8.1 after updating and evaluating the data

quality and availability to be used for the final LCA. Meanwhile, we have also been

exploring possibility of eco-design of the BIONICO technology with different

configurations and operating conditions.

Eco-design is enabled with hundreds of

simulation results under different

pressure, temperature, and reactor

design/configuration. Based on

the Pareto frontier analysis, we can

identify the most favorable for either

economic cost or carbon footprint.

The optimal solution only exists along

the Pareto curve. The rest are inferior

operating conditions or designs.
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More information on BIONICO (including public reports, dissemination activities and

presentations) are available at the project website: http://www.bionicoproject.eu
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